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Soothing therapeutic harp solos--Celtic, classical, inspirational--specially arranged and sequenced to

calm and relax agitated dogs, cats, horses, birds, and other animals. (Note, please read below: same

tracks as the original Harp of Hope) 17 MP3 Songs in this album (68:25) ! Related styles: NEW AGE:

Healing, NEW AGE: Energy Healing People who are interested in Enya Windham Hill Steven Halpern

should consider this download. Details: ANIMAL LOVERS AND CAREGIVERS, NOTICE: This is a

veterinarian-tested harp therapy CD for soothing and relaxing agitated dogs, cats, horses, birds, and

other animals. It really works--calms and comforts pets who must be left alone; frightened or stressed

shelter animals; and especially for thunderstorms, trips to the vet, pre- and post-surgery, and DEEP

SLEEP. Read animal and human testimonials at harpofhopeor contact Diane with specific questions.

PLEASE NOTE: This soundtrack is identical to "HARP OF HOPE" (the "human edition"), BECAUSE...

GREAT BACKSTORY! Veterinarians and vet techs discovered that the human version "HARP OF HOPE"

was working very effectively for sick and nervous dogs and cats. So this "ANIMAL THERAPY EDITION"

soundtrack is identical to "HARP OF HOPE"...but with special ANIMAL THERAPY LINER NOTES about

healing animals with music, with pictures of animals who benefit from using the CD. Since the Animal

Therapy CD has been making its way into veterinary offices, many humans who are owned by animals

have written glowing testimonies to its effectiveness. (Please check out harpofhopefor their letters.) Diane

says, "It is not a magic bullet, but for the majority of dogs, cats, horses, even bunnies, for whom it works,

it REALLY works. Mammals share many of the brain mechanisms which produce relaxation, calming, and

deep sleep. Also, our animal companions take their cues from us--so when you begin to relax, Fido and

Fluffy--or at our house, Phantom and Frosty--do the same." We would be grateful if you'd like to share

your animal's reactions to the CD at healingharpist@hotmail Diane Schneider, Ph.D., is a researcher and

vibration medicine specialist in the Mayo System and elsewhere. See Diane Schneider's "Harp of Hope"

page for more on her therapeutic work with humans and animals.
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